Interventional magnetic resonance angiography with no strings attached: wireless active catheter visualization.
Active instrument visualization strategies for interventional MR angiography (MRA) require vascular instruments to be equipped with some type of radiofrequency (RF) coil or dipole RF antenna for MR signal detection. Such visualization strategies traditionally necessitate a connection to the scanner with either coaxial cable or laser fibers. In order to eliminate any wire connection, RF resonators that inductively couple their signal to MR surface coils were implemented into catheters to enable wireless active instrument visualization. Instrument background to contrast-to-noise ratio was systematically investigated as a function of the excitation flip angle. Signal coupling between the catheter RF coil and surface RF coils was evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively as a function of the catheter position and orientation with regard to the static magnetic field B0 and to the surface coils. In vivo evaluation of the instruments was performed in interventional MRA procedures on five pigs under MR guidance. Cartesian and projection reconstruction TrueFISP imaging enabled simultaneous visualization of the instruments and vascular morphology in real time. The implementation of RF resonators enabled robust visualization of the catheter curvature to the very tip. Additionally, the active visualization strategy does not require any wire connection to the scanner and thus does not hamper the interventionalist during the course of an intervention.